
Emotional Reasoning Worksheet
The Emotional Reasoning Worksheet is crafted to assist you in identifying and adjusting the cognitive 
distortions that arise from emotional reasoning. Through structured reflection, you can enhance 
decision-making and emotional awareness.

Situation description

Describe the event or situation that triggered your emotional reaction:

Emotions and initial thoughts

List the emotions you felt during the situation:

Record the immediate thoughts or beliefs triggered by those emotions:

Challenge and analysis

What evidence supports or contradicts my thoughts?



Are there alternative ways to view this situation?

How might someone else perceive this same scenario?

Thoughts reframing

Write down new, more rational thoughts based on an objective assessment of the situation:

Outcomes and reflections

After applying reframed thoughts, note any changes in your emotional state or reactions in similar 
future situations:



Using this worksheet helps dissect the impact of emotions on your perceptions, guiding you towards 
more rational and balanced reactions. It's an effective tool for personal development, promoting clarity 
in emotional situations.

Additional notes

Jot down any other relevant observations or insights gained during the exercise:


	Describe the event or situation that triggered your emotional reactionRow1: During a team meeting, my suggestion for a new project approach was quickly dismissed by my manager, who chose a colleague's idea without much discussion.
	List the emotions you felt during the situationRow1: Frustration, inadequacy, resentment
	Record the immediate thoughts or beliefs triggered by those emotionsRow1: I felt like my ideas are never good enough, and maybe my manager doesn't value my contributions as much as others.
	What evidence supports or contradicts my thoughtsRow1: Supports: In past meetings, similar situations have occurred where my ideas were not chosen.

Contradicts: My manager has previously praised my contributions and even awarded me 'employee of the month' recently.
	Are there alternative ways to view this situationRow1: It's possible that my manager was looking for a specific type of solution that my colleague's idea better aligned with. It might not be a reflection of the overall value of my contributions.
	How might someone else perceive this same scenarioRow1: A coworker might see it as a normal part of the brainstorming process where various ideas are considered and the most fitting one is selected, regardless of personal feelings.
	Write down new more rational thoughts based on an objective assessment of the situationRow1: My manager's decision to go with another idea doesn’t necessarily mean my contributions are undervalued. It’s important to recognize that not every suggestion can be selected, and this decision might have been based on specific criteria I am not aware of.
	After applying reframed thoughts note any changes in your emotional state or reactions in similar future situationsRow1: Feeling less personal about the decision, I was able to approach subsequent meetings with more openness and less fear of rejection. This shift in perspective helped reduce feelings of inadequacy and increased my willingness to participate.
	Jot down any other relevant observations or insights gained during the exerciseRow1: This exercise helped me realize how quickly I can take professional feedback personally, and how reframing my thoughts can lead to better emotional control and job satisfaction. I plan to continue practicing this approach to enhance my professional interactions and personal well-being.


